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Discussion


RE: A Question? Prof Vincent  3/12/2011 11:49:35 AM 
From the news in the last 24 months: Should the superiors and Doctors and Walter Reed have disclosed the information they supposedly had on this Major prior to the transfer to Fort Hood or should they have court marshaled (fired him) based on it or what should they have done? Anyone have any thoughts?
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/33678801/

The incident was unfortunate, but these things happen and will continue to happen until we change how we interact and deal with the person themselves.  People, in general, can become unstable especially when depressed and angry.  What we don’t know is what is meant by “poor performance evaluation”.  That really doesn’t mean anything to me unless they tell me how many other military personnel receive that as a psychiatric performance review.  Military staff unstable because of deployment orders?  There’s a real shocker.  I don’t believe anyone should be court marshaled for a poor evaluation; however, they probably should take a better look at each soldier’s psych file, and treat each case as unique, factoring in the person’s experiences up to that point; build a fully developed psychiatric evaluation.  At least then they would have a better understanding and could provide a better treatment plan or recovery plan for each soldier.

I believe the military, like most organizations, medical systems, and law systems, broad stroke it, meaning they group and categorize people rather than actually looking at the individual.  I understand why they do it, because it’s easier, but that doesn’t make it right.  When we start looking at the individual, and treating the person rather than the issue at hand, expect great things to happen.
---------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student



Confidentiality appears to be both common sense and professional convention, as per the Hippocratic Oath, in the sense that "what [a healthcare professional] may see or hear in the course of treatment or even outside of the treatment in regard to the life of [patients] ... [they] will keep to [themselves]." This seems to be an obligation not only of those who are called up to take the oath as a matter of course, but *all* healthcare professionals.
Are there instances in which private medical information should be revealed to others in order to protect individuals or the public from harm?
Please explain your position using ethical reasoning and/or theories.
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 Let me first say I spent 9+ years working in healthcare as an IT professional.  

The simple answer is yes.  Yes there are instances when a patient’s privacy should become secondary in matters of protecting spouses and partners, and of course where there are serious diseases involved that could affect the general public.  However, this should be dealt with care and professionalism, with the patient fully aware of needs to happen and why it needs to happen.  There are many guidelines that healthcare professionals have to guide them including the Hippocratic Oath, HIPPA laws, Sarbanes-Oxley, federal, state, local, and even hospital policies. (page 342) 

Now that I've said that, patient privacy and just general personal privacy should always be considered paramount in most situations.  I am an advocate for giving back people's private lives.  

Thiroux, J, & Krasemann, K. (2009).  Ethics: Theory and Practice.  Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall.

---------------------------------------------------------

Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student
 






RE: Unit 2 Discussion  Edward Jackson   3/13/2011 9:47:27 AM 
I agree with Andrew below…it’s a slippery slope for privacy.  When the general public has access to such information it could easily lead to another form of discrimination; and we don’t need another reason to discriminate against people. We have more types of discrimination, more criminals, more corrupt politicians, more business, more of everything than any other country in the world; but when it comes to people’s personal lives, it should be less, less access, less law, and less concern.  I do believe for diseases like AIDS, of course there should be a database, but for everything else, Americans need privacy and need to be responsible for their own lives.  We like to start databases for everything…perhaps it would lead to your grades in high school or elementary school, maybe whether you drink or smoke or have done drugs anytime in your lifetime, maybe even what friends you keep.  It really is path we don’t need to go down.  Americans need more rights to privacy not less.
---------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student


RE: Nonconsequential Theories of Morality [1 of 2]  Edward Jackson   3/13/2011 9:23:28 AM 
Yes, people do fall through the cracks in this country and other countries as well.  However, I believe America can do better.  With a shrinking middle class, most of us will eventually end up on the side of the working poor, where some people will live in shanties and others in crystal palaces.  Not to say that you or I will, but it just doesn’t seem right to let the less fortunate go to the waste side for whatever reason; whether it’s crime, morality, health, housing, or education, it just doesn’t seem “ethical” to split the system in half and hand over 100% of the country to the wealthy (I believe the extremely powerful and rich are selling off America bit by bit).  The United States Constitution grants us life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, if we are not careful with capitalism, corporate tyranny and the lack of nationalized support systems, the America of tomorrow will be a dark place to live for working class citizens (sadly, many of us even now are living from paycheck to paycheck).  
America is definitely to blame for many of its problems, but I also think they are all fixable; we live in a great country, with many great people.  Hopefully, we’ll eventually wake up and take back control.  The solutions are not easy ones; every single government system needs reform, from prisons, welfare, to education and healthcare.  Whether people believe in nationalized support systems or not, we must agree that many things need work.
-------------------------------------------------------------- 

Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student




RE: Nonconsequential Theories of Morality  Edward Jackson   3/12/2011 11:02:48 AM 
Robert, I completely agree with you, truth is the only moral absolute.  So many people think "not killing" should be a moral absolute, however, every single day that goes by Americans kill people in a legal manner.  From mercy killings, people dying on the streets, capital punishment, to military campaigns, it would be hyporitical to even think that somehow we consider life valuable enough to pass a moral absolute.  I think we would like to be able to say murder is bad...but in reality we are either responsible for the killing ourselves or turn a blind eye to who is.  In either case, it really can't be more of an absolute until humans evolve.

-------------------------------------------------------------- 
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student
 


When you are ready, respond to the questions below. Be sure to comment on your classmates' posts. There are 2 threads in this discussion area. Be sure to post on each topic in the dropdown menu.
Nonconsequential Theories of Morality [1 of 2] 
Kant believed that there are moral absolutes that we can determine through reason alone and not by emotions (p. 57-60).
Nonconsequential Theories of Morality [1 of 2]  Edward Jackson   3/12/2011 10:41:31 AM 
 
Are there certain moral absolutes that we all should live by?
No, I do not believe so. My beliefs fall along the theories of Ross, who believes that there are next to zero absolutes, and moral relativists that believe it is all relative (page 64). 
We as humans love attaching labels to everything, including morality. When will we learn that the complexity of our uniqueness is infinite? What’s "bad" and what’s "good" is so very obviously relative to one’s culture, societal norms, and the individual’s personal experiences. Moral absolutes really have no place in the America of today or tomorrow. 
You really want something to ponder? I think many (not all) of the "bad" things people do are really our own shortcomings as a society, at least American society. Think about it. Most of what we consider to be bad: stealing, lying, cheating, even murder are symptoms of a powerful society coming apart at the seams. For example, let’s take an inner city neighborhood. The schools aren’t that great, with severely underpaid teachers, an education system that is below C level, children go to broken homes with one parent (who of course is an alcoholic or drug user). What do you think the chances that child will not steal, lie, cheat, or even commit murder one day?
It’s so easy to say someone is doing something wrong, and as the consequentialist would say, there are consequences for one’s actions. What about when a society fails the people? What about when society is to blame for the problems it is plagued with? What are the consequences then? I find it very interesting that the best we can come up with is taking a person who has "done something bad" and slamming them with consequences, without factoring in the person’s experiences and most of all, societal conditions, as they were.
One last thought, America makes up less than 5% of the world’s population, and holds almost a quarter of the total incarcerated, perhaps we are doing something wrong. How can so many people be bad or wrong? (Liptak, A)

　
Do emotions have a place in determining what is ethical and what isn’t? 
Emotions do not; however many other factors do. Emotions like sadness, anger, resentment, contempt, happiness would make really poor choices in determining what it ethical because of the human condition. The human condition is fickle and riddled with many emotional inconsistencies (because of the emotions themselves), and that’s not want we want when we’re trying to build an ethical system that would provide equality to everyone at all times.

Liptak, Adam. (April 28th, 2008).  U.S. prison population dwarfs that of other nations.  Retrieved (03/12/2011), from http://www.nytimes.com/2008/04/23/world/americas/23iht-23prison.12253738.html?_r=3
Thiroux, J, & Krasemann, K. (2009). Ethics: theory and practice. Upper Saddle River,NJ: Prentice Hall. 

--------------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student
 


Medical Confidentiality [2 of 2] 
Confidentiality appears to be both common sense and professional convention, as per the Hippocratic Oath, in the sense that "what [a healthcare professional] may see or hear in the course of treatment or even outside of the treatment in regard to the life of [patients] ... [they] will keep to [themselves]." This seems to be an obligation not only of those who are called up to take the oath as a matter of course, but *all* healthcare professionals.
Are there instances in which private medical information should be revealed to others in order to protect individuals or the public from harm?
Please explain your position using ethical reasoning and/or theories.





